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What does a reference do?
 Provides academic predictions

 Contextualises achievement

 Endorses an applicant

What to include
 School context
 Commentary on predicted grades, if appropriate
 Academic achievement and potential from subject teachers
 Commitment and suitability for subject area
 Personal attributes / contribution to school community / extra-curricular activities
 Final recommendation for the course / for university
 *Information on personal circumstances (where appropriate)* - putting any academic underachievement in context

School context
 Short introduction about the school, its intake and environment
 Comment on coursing structure and subject availability if appropriate
 Highlight if there are any courses / pathways your School supports
 You may wish to say who you are and how long you’ve been working with the applicant

Task: Discussion of possible opening
paragraph content to contextualise
school.

Mickah is currently completing his sixth year at
Commodore Community High school. The school
is located in the North East of Edinburgh, in an
area of high deprivation. There are currently
under 400 pupils from S1-6 and the school has
been through a difficult time following the
proposed closure in 2012.

Sarah has been a student of Shimmerton High School for her entire secondary
school career and I have known her throughout that time in my role as her
French and Spanish teacher and the University Partnership Leader. Shimmerton
High school is a large comprehensive Secondary school located to the north of
Bigton city centre. Due to our very diverse student cohort we have been
described as 'possibly the most comprehensive school in Western Europe.' The
statistical evidence of this diversity can be found in the Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation, updated in 2016. Our SIMD standard deviation figure of 3.5 is the
highest in the City of Bigton and amongst the highest across Scotland. The young
people at Shimmerton take pride in the diversity and inclusive nature of our
school, which prepares them for life as well-rounded and inclusive adults. The
opportunity to engender social cohesion and to raise aspirations amongst those
less privileged is clear to school staff and the parental community.

In summary, you should consider
including:
Type of School
Size of school
 Class sizes
 Typical provision
 % of students eligible for FSM or pupil premium
Number progressing to HE
Number progressing to RG uni
Resource/timetabling constraints

Predicted grades
 Should reflect potential
 Should be realistic
 *Should provide context if they don’t match with previous attainment*

Academic performance
 Each subject should be included (teacher consulted), with greater focus on relevant subjects
 Comment on pupil’s academic attributes linking to the subject applied for:
problem-solving

analytical skills

communication skills

enquiring mind

teamwork

participation in discussions

capable of independent study

 Extract material and combine e.g. “A number of tutors have commented…” “Several teachers agree…”

Commitment and suitability to subject/s
 Have they fully investigated the degree?
 Modern languages: have they researched the country?
 History: do they understand the use of sources?

 Professional degrees: can you add value to the work experience discussed in the personal
statement?
 Which activities have they undertaken that reflect their suitability?

Personal attributes
 Positions of responsibility in the school and beyond
 Outstanding performance in non-academic pursuits (sport / music / fundraising / charity work)
 Part-time job
 Work/life balance and time management
 Potential to contribute to university community

*Personal circumstances*
 Explain briefly if pupil has succeeded despite difficult personal circumstances
 Explain if attainment doesn’t reflect potential because of special circumstances – include early
in reference to contextualise
 Contextualise anything that stands out

“Her GCSE English, Maths and Chemistry teachers were disappointed for her as she only missed out on an A by
a matter of 1 or 2% in each of these areas. I would like to add here that these were achieved in extremely
difficult circumstances. X is a young carer taking a huge role in caring for her quadriplegic brother and also
helping to care for her father, who had major heart and lung surgery during her standard grade years. I would
go as far as to say without this added burden, X's results would be even more outstanding. She is extremely
independent in her learning and I believe this to be a truly outstanding result.”

Mickah is a determined and hardworking student who has strived for excellence throughout his school career.
He has consistently worked hard to improve both academically and personally. He continually seeks out staff
with his proactive approach to ensure that he meets deadlines, receives support where necessary and goes
above and beyond in his aspirations for excellence. Staff view him as mature and respectful young man who
copes well with the demands of class work. Given that English is an additional language for Mickah he has
done extremely well to adapt and persevere throughout his studies whilst having a clear vision for his post
school goals. He has always been friendly and welcoming to our other Arabic speaking students who have
needed some support settling in when joining us at Commodore, a role in which Mickah has kindly always
agreed to with enthusiasm.
Throughout his time at Commodore he has always noted his interest in Engineering and has been keen to take
on additional leadership roles within the school. He has gone above and beyond in the PE department
supporting large sporting events; and he has been part of the Level 6 Personal Development class where he
has developed his interpersonal skills supporting younger students in the school. He has sought out
opportunities to further develop his knowledge of what is involved in engineering.
Mickah has had a clear goal of studying Engineering at university and his ambition, determination and strong
work ethic are key to his success. He continues to work with LEAPS and has done for some time. Mickah has
shown many qualities that we believe will serve him well in university and support his application to pursue a
career in Engineering.

For the past three years, Sarah has participated in our University Partnership programme
which is designed to support our students who have the potential to do well academically
and are living in our most disadvantaged catchment areas. We work with our local
university Widening Participation teams to provide the programme. Through her work in
the group, Sarah has shown herself to be extremely reliable, works well as part of a team
and is highly motivated for all aspects of her learning.
Sarah has a keen interest in health and fitness. Her 'Exercise and Fitness Leadership' teacher
commented that Sarah is keen to discuss topics and seems to have a genuine interest in
what we are studying. She is inquisitive and always wants to know more about each topic
often doing her own reading afterwards, she has especially shown an interest in anatomy
and physiology theory elements and the practical free weights unit. She has a genuine
interest in improving her lifting technique and helping others with theirs. She is beginning to
see the bigger picture and notices the links between the theory elements of the modules
and the practical parts which have enhanced her understanding.

One characteristic that comes across from all of Sarah’s teachers is her impressive levels of determination. Her
modern studies teacher said she 'churns out work with machine like efficiency' as she is so diligent and
thorough with her work. All teachers also noted Sarah’s ability to work effectively as part of a team and in
particular her skills in communication and problem solving. She was responsible for organising and delivering
activity sessions for the cluster primary schools. Her delivery was excellent on all occasions. She was
confident, engaging and excelled in her time management and attention to detail.
Sarah has been an excellent role model to others in her time in secondary school, conducting her interactions
with care and respect. Part of her course in our University Partnership has been to deliver study skills
workshops to younger pupils. Sarah created workshops which were engaging, informative and helpful to
students. She was able to identify their needs and find suitable ways for them to overcome their challenges.
She delivered the workshop in an approachable and non-judgmental way, ensuring the younger pupils
engaged fully.
Sarah is an excellent candidate for the Physical Education course. She has a fantastic manner with younger
students and would be an ideal candidate for teaching. She is understanding and encouraging when delivering
sessions. I would absolutely endorse her as an excellent student for your university.

Any Questions?
wpteam@ed.ac.uk
edin.ac/wideningaccess

Teacher.engagement
@durham.ac.uk
dur.ac.uk/askus

